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Everything for the Rallye!

Vibrant range of products for the 
R 1200 GS Rallye

With the current R 1200 GS Rallye, BMW is targeting 
GS riders with an affinity for off-roading and gifting them 
with a few good extras too. BMW motorcycle accessory 
specialist Wunderlich shows how you can take a good 
thing and make it a little bit better.

The team from Sinzig demonstrate their bundled com-
petence in all things protection and ergonomics with the 
GS kept in the BMW motorsport colours. Wunderlich has 
thus give the Rallye an efficient engine and tank protec-
tion bar, for example, which is also readily available in 
the original blue frame colour. There’s also protection for 
the expensive main headlight in the form of a fortified 
headlight grid. 

Rallye riders can get comfortable behind Wunderlich’s 
“Marathon II” ERGO screen. The name reflects the range 
here. Furthermore, the optional clear or smoke-tinted 
screen lets you ride away through all turbulences and 
over the horizon. A handlebar riser that raises the hand-
lebar by a pleasant four centimetres lets the rider pilot 
their GS with even greater ease.

Wunderlich’s ERGO seat promises mutual enjoyment for 
the complete GS complement. Whether at the original 
height or lower, with or without seat heating, your rear 
will thank you after just a few kilometres. 

In addition to all of this, Wunderlich of course also offers 
a massive range of accessories and you can find all the 
details in the Sinzig team’s clearly laid out online shop at 
www.wunderlich.de
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